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The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on housing & food
insecurity among undergrads yesterday. More here:
facebook.com/wihopelab @ClareCady

@wihopelab thank you for working to debunk the myth
that ambition and talent alone can get you through
higher ed.
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campus. It opened in 1993. #wihopelab
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Jun 27, 2014 at 8:21pm UTC
Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

“It doesn’t have to be this way” says Clyde Hertzman. Imagine the
possibilities @wihopelab

Single Stop USA @SingleStop

MT @ClareCady: #ff creating access to college for low-income
students @wihopelab @SingleStop @NASPAscihe @saragoldrickrab
@TRiOScholars

Clare Cady @ClareCady

#ff creating access to college for low-income students @wihopelab
@SingleStop @NASPAscihe @saragoldrickrab @TRiOScholars
@OSUHSRC #Sachat

Jun 27, 2014 at 12:00am UTC
Clare Cady @ClareCady

@WaterSteph13 I vote we pick a date and put on some kind of
event...the @wihopelab did one this week and it was great.

Susan Kahn @Susan_Kahn

.@peatonla @chronicle Heard from @BenCastleman @HarvardCEPR
#SDP institute 10/13 leading research in persistence
@saragoldrickrab @wihopelab

Jun 26, 2014 at 12:00am UTC
Emily Brunjes @EmilyBrunjes

RT @LNShanklin: @wihopelab thank you for working to debunk the
myth that ambition and talent alone can get you through higher ed.

Woodson Institute @WoodsonUVA

RT @saragoldrickrab: How does on-campus housing requirement
affect ability of low-income students to attend college? #wihopelab

Claire Goverts @ClaireGoverts

RT @saragoldrickrab: The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on
housing & food insecurity among undergrads yesterday. More here:
https://t.co/ye1C…

Wisconsin HOPE Lab @wihopelab

RT @saragoldrickrab: The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on
housing & food insecurity among undergrads yesterday. More here:
https://t.co/ye1C…

Jun 25, 2014 at 12:00am UTC
The USSA @USStudents

RT @saragoldrickrab: The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on
housing & food insecurity among undergrads yesterday. More here:
https://t.co/ye1C…

Jamie Gravell @Dontworryteach

RT @saragoldrickrab: The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on
housing & food insecurity among undergrads yesterday. More here:
https://t.co/ye1C…

Clare Cady @ClareCady

RT @saragoldrickrab: The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on
housing & food insecurity among undergrads yesterday. More here:
https://t.co/ye1C…

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

The @wihopelab hosted a workshop on housing & food insecurity
among undergrads yesterday. More here: facebook.com/wihopelab
@ClareCady

Donald Earl Collins @decollins1969

RT @LNShanklin: @wihopelab thank you for working to debunk the
myth that ambition and talent alone can get you through higher ed.

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

RT @LNShanklin: @wihopelab thank you for working to debunk the
myth that ambition and talent alone can get you through higher ed.

WASFAA @WiscFAA

Did you know? MT @ItsJustKarla: How many students using their
#workstudy know that makes them eligible for WI FoodShare
program? #wihopelab

Jon Kara Shields @jkshields

RT @saragoldrickrab: How does on-campus housing requirement
affect ability of low-income students to attend college? #wihopelab

Wisconsin HOPE Lab @wihopelab

@LNShanklin thank you! We hope that the work we are doing makes
an impact! :)

Wisconsin HOPE Lab @wihopelab

RT @LNShanklin: @wihopelab thank you for working to debunk the
myth that ambition and talent alone can get you through higher ed.

Lexi @LNShanklin

@wihopelab It's beyond discouraging to think about how different my
life & so many other lives would be if only that were the case.

Lexi @LNShanklin

@wihopelab thank you for working to debunk the myth that ambition
and talent alone can get you through higher ed.

Jim West @jimrwest

RT @saragoldrickrab: Michigan State has a food pantry- the nation’s
oldest on campus. It opened in 1993. #wihopelab

Wisconsin HOPE Lab @wihopelab

RT @saragoldrickrab: Michigan State has a food pantry- the nation’s
oldest on campus. It opened in 1993. #wihopelab

Jun 24, 2014 at 12:00am UTC
Karla Weber @ItsJustKarla

The conversation doesn't stop here! #wihopelab Keep thinking, keep
trying!

Clare Cady @ClareCady

Now folks from SE Wisconsin are planning! Planning to help food
insecure students! (they were before, but now are planning more)
#wihopelab

Clare Cady @ClareCady

Going rogue! Yaaaaasss! #wihopelab

Clare Cady @ClareCady

One takeaway from participants: @oregonstateuniv has a culture that
"community matters" and "we can" #wihopelab @ASOSUgov

Clare Cady @ClareCady

Change on grassroots or global level? We need both. #wihopelab

Clare Cady @ClareCady

What are the indicators for student poverty? How can we train people
to notice them? What do we do when we do notice? #wihopelab

Clare Cady @ClareCady

Campus culture and politics play into actions taken on food insecurity
and homelessness for students. You need to navigate. #wihopelab

Clare Cady @ClareCady

MT @saragoldrickrab: Cady: We can expect outcomes of hunger in k12 @ college: attention probs, absenteeism, low GPA #wihopelab
#SAchat

Clare Cady @ClareCady

RT @saragoldrickrab Listen @UWMadison students! OR State Univ
stdt govt is AMAZING. Use seg fees 2 really HELP students
#wihopelab @ASOSUgov

Clare Cady @ClareCady

RT @saragoldrickrab: What if student seg fees were used to help
students stay safe, housed, & fed instead of entertained? #wihopelab

CUFBA National @CUFBA

RT @saragoldrickrab: Michigan State has a food pantry- the nation’s
oldest on campus. It opened in 1993. #wihopelab

Clare Cady @ClareCady

RT @saragoldrickrab: How does on-campus housing requirement
affect ability of low-income students to attend college? #wihopelab

Housing Buddy @HousingBuddy

RT @saragoldrickrab: How does on-campus housing requirement
affect ability of low-income students to attend college? #wihopelab

Andrew R Hanson @andrewrhanson

RT @saragoldrickrab: What if student seg fees were used to help
students stay safe, housed, & fed instead of entertained? #wihopelab

ES_FroWoman @ES_FroWoman

RT @saragoldrickrab: What if student seg fees were used to help
students stay safe, housed, & fed instead of entertained? #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

@mobfitz Thank you for connecting! Would like to get you looped in to
this #wihopelab effort!

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

“I generally prefer to ask for forgiveness rather than for permission”
says @ClareCady love it #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

Food pantry plus space to teach students how to cook that food, wow
@ClareCady is awesome #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

How does on-campus housing requirement affect ability of low-income
students to attend college? #wihopelab

hystericalblackness @hystericalblkns

RT @saragoldrickrab: Michigan State has a food pantry- the nation’s
oldest on campus. It opened in 1993. #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

The College & University Food Bank Alliance needs support & funds.
Let’s HELP them. #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

Michigan State has a food pantry- the nation’s oldest on campus. It
opened in 1993. #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

In New Orleans, Delgado Community College obtains emergency
housing for students at nearby 4-year universities. What about WI?
#wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

Emergency housing for students w families is most difficult to find says
@ClareCady #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

Number of students utilizing HSRC services is increasing at greater
rate than that of overall college enrollment. #wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

OSU’s Human Services Resource Center provided emergency
housing to 8 students experiencing homelessness in 12-13.
#wihopelab

Sara Goldrick-Rab @saragoldrickrab

The OSU Emergency Food Pantry served 2583 people from 1083
households in 2012-13. Excellent! #wihopelab

Jun 23, 2014 at 6:20pm UTC

